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TRIUMPH LAUNCHES
BRA SELECTION APP
There are numerous bra styles available.
Each bust is different, so certain styles
work better than others. Specific use
of a bra may also lead one to favor its
style over another. To help consumers
make an informed choice, Triumph is
launching a guide, available online on its
websites and Facebook. The name of the
application? Fit Finder. Five bra styles are
featured: underwire, no underwire, padded,
push-up, and the minimizer.

JULIE FRANCE COMMITS
TO PROTECTING
RETAILERS

MAIDENFORM ADDED
TO HANESBRANDS
PORTFOLIO
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The Maidenform label has just been bought by
giant Hanesbrands for 583 million dollars and will
be quickly integrated into the group’s portfolio
of brands (Hanes, Playtex, Bali, Just My Size,
Wonderbra, Champion, and others). Richard
Noll, Hanesbrands CEO, announced his intention
to keep more than half of Maidenform’s 1,250
employees that work for design, merchandising,
etc. He does, however, intend to eliminate
redundancies in administration, the showroom,
and the manufacturing and distribution chains.
Maidenform was previously working with foreign
partners. The brand will now be manufactured in
Hanesbrands factories in Central America and Asia.
Noll hopes to benefit from the complementary
nature of Maidenform’s youngest lines (Lilyette,
Self Expressions, Sweet Nothings, Donna Karan
licenses, DKNY) and Hanesbrands’s more mature
brands. He will also seek to develop Maidenform’s
Asian presence.

With a blast of press releases, Georgian
company Julie France has decided to promote
its commitment to “saving” lingerie shops. Their
target: brands that sell directly to consumers and
that condemn, according to the brand, local
shops that can’t compete with their low
prices. “When selling directly to
consumers, manufacturers
also have the option to
sell their merchandise at a
significantly lower price than
the retailer can afford,” explains
the press release. “Then, consider
the fact that online sales often offer
big discounts, free shipping, and
free returns. Manufacturers who sell
directly to the consumer do not factor
in a wholesale price point for the retail
store, nor do they need to pay sales
commissions. Therefore, they can
price their merchandise in a way that
the retailer has no room to compete. If
the consumer can purchase a product
online directly from the manufacturer
at an overwhelmingly lower price, I must
ask, why would they bother shopping
at a local retail store? Within this ethical
dilemma, we find yet another problem.
Simply stated, manufacturers who are
selling directly to consumers as well as to
retail stores are positioning themselves to
receive higher profit margins at the retailers’
expense. This business activity forces many
retailers to close their stores.” Based on this
reﬂection, Julie France pledges that it will
never take part in direct sales, and that its site
encourages clients to visit local retailers.

